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Introduction

Agriculture is one of the pillars America was built on over two hundred years ago.

Whether it was cotton, corn, or livestock, agriculture was one of the early driving forces

in shaping the direction of America. Some the country's earliest publications were the

Agricultural Museum and the American Farmer published in 1810 and 1819 respectively

(Economic Research 2004). In 1825 some schools and colleges began to teach courses

related to agriculture. In 1855 Michigan and Pennsylvania passed legislation to create

Michigan Agricultural College and Farmers High School. These schools are known

today as Michigan State University and Penn State University (Economic Research

2004). The real turning point for agriculture education however was the passage of the

Morrill Land Grant Act in 1862.

The Morrill Land Grant Act produced 59 Land Grant Colleges throughout the

country, including at least one college in every American state and territory. Later in

1890 the second Morrill Land Grant Act was passed. This expanded the Land Grants to

create the 17 historically black colleges (National Academy 2004). In 1898 a major

turning point in agriculture education occurred. In that year the first "corn club" was

formed. This group sprung out of the frustration of Will Otwell of Illinois. As the

president of the Farm Institute he tried to organize meetings to educate farmers about the

newest innovations in agronomy. The adults showed little interest in his program so he

shifted his focus and began a corn growing contest for the local farm boys. His idea was

a huge success and in that year he had over 500 boys involved. By the year 1901 there

were over 1,500.boys involved in the program (Virginia 2004). From the success of the

corn club came the idea for an after school experimental program by Albert B. Graham,



an Ohio school superintendent. Graham had the children testing soils, using

microscopes, and analyzing corn. This after school project turned into what was called

the boys and girls clubs. In 1911 O.H. Benson was hired by the United States

Department of Agricfulture to work with youth. He proposed that the four "H's" be

created, standing for head, heart, hands, and hustle. Later, the fourth "H" was changed to

health and the letters were put on the four leaves of a clover. This became the symbol for

USDA's boys and girls club (Virginia 2004).

After the passage of the Smith-Lever Extension Act in 1914 the Cooperative

Extension Service of the USDA was created. The Extension Service took over the boys

and girls clubs which became 4-H clubs. Although this was an after school activity the

creation of the 4-H club was an important milestone in kindergarten through twelve grade

agriculture education. In 1928 the National Future Farmers of America group or FFA

was founded. This group was unique because it encompassed many of the educational

values found in the 4-H club but was a program for students during the school day (FFA

2004). The FFA organization was only for secondary school students as opposed to the

4-H club which was for children from a wider age range. These two groups were

responsible for most of the agriculture education that occurred over the next few decades.

In 1986 researchers in Kansas released a study on agriculture literacy. According

to the report which surveyed 2,000 elementary, middle, and high school students, fewer

than 30 percent could answer basic agriculture questions correctly (Horn & Vining 1986).

The poor scores of the Kansas students drew attention to the possibility that students were

not being properly educated about basic agricultural principals. Corroborating this data

was another 1986 study which noted that elementary students in Virginia schools had a
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"rudimentary idea of where their food and fiber originates" (Oliver 1986). The consistent

results from both these studies highlighted the fact that students at this time were not

receiving proper agriculture education. Therefore in their report Understanding

Apiculture: New Directions for Education the Board of Agriculture from the National

Research Council made the recommendation that, "all students should receive at least

some systematic instruction about agriculture, beginning in kindergarten or the first grade

and continuing through the twelfth grade" (Board of Agriculture 1988).

The need to incorporate agricultural concepts into the classroom is not an idea

unique to the 1988 recommendations. In 1981 a group of agriculture leaders and

educators came together in Washington D.C. to discuss the issue of agricultural literacy.

From this meeting a task force was created to look into the issue. The recommendation

made by this group became what is known today as the "Agriculture in the Classroom"

program. This program is administered by the USDA and has staff that oversee the

program at the national level (AITC 2004). However each state runs its own program in

the way that best fits that state's needs. Today the "Agriculture in the Classroom"

program is in every American state and territory.

In Oregon "Agriculture in the Classroom" began in the same year as its national

counterpart, 1981. In the years since then the program has expanded, and in 2003 it

included 26,000 Oregon students. In the 23 years since "Agriculture in the Classroom"

began, a program evaluation system has never been put in place nor has the current

knowledge of agriculture in Oregon's elementary age students ever been measured. The

goal of this project was to determine how much or little Oregon students, particularly in

the Willamette Valley, knew about agriculture or how agriculturally literate they were.
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The definition of agricultural literacy was refined by researchers in 1991 and is defined

as:

An agriculturally literate person is possessing knowledge and understanding of

our food and fiber system. An individual possessing such knowledge would be

able to synthesis, analyze, and communicate basic information about agriculture.

Basic agriculture information includes: the production of plant and animal

products, the economic impact of agriculture, its social significance, agricultures

relationship with natural resources and the environment, the marketing of

agricultural products, public agricultural policies, the global significance of

agriculture, and the distribution of agricultural products" (Frick 1991).

The significance of agricultural literacy is that without a good understanding of the place

of agriculture in our world, people are less likely to make educated choices as consumers,

policy makers, and citizens.

Methods and Materials

Sample group

A representative sample was chosen from the population of all fourth grade

students in Oregon's Willamette Valley schools. The fourth grade was chosen because

Oregon's "Ag in the Classroom" program is currently emphasizing curriculum

development for this grade. Thus, data taken in the fall of the forth grade would serve as

an effective baseline to determine the current level of knowledge in Oregon's elementary

school students. According to the Oregon State Department of Education, in the year

2002 there were 28,909 forth grade students in the nine counties of the Willamette

Valley. Four schools were selected from counties with more than 2,000 fourth grade
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students. Two schools were selected from counties with fewer than 2,000 fourth grade

students. The only restriction in choosing schools to be invited was that each school was

to be from a different school district. Figure 1 shows how many schools were selected in

each county.

Figure 1 Number of Schools invited from each County

County # Schools Invited

Multnomah 4

Washington 4

Clackamas 4

Yamhill 2

Marion 4

Linn 2

Polk 2

Benton 2

Lane 4

In late spring the principals from the selected schools were sent a letter explaining

the project goals and requirements. The principals were asked to provide the name of a

fourth grade teacher that would be willing to volunteer their class. They were also

informed that the teachers would be contacted near the end of the summer with specific

instructions. Principals were requested to return a self addressed stamped envelope with

the teacher's contact information as soon as possible. Three weeks were allowed for the

principals to return the information. At the end of the three weeks principals who had not
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responded were contacted via email to ensure they had received the initial letter and

request that they return the teacher contact information.

Institutional Review Board Approval

An application for approval from the institutional review board at Oregon State

University was submitted and approved on the second try. The requirements for approval

included the stipulation that each parent sign a consent form and that each child sign an

assent form. These are included at the end of this report. The board also required that the

teacher not be the person giving the survey as that could put pressure on a child to

participate.

Test Media Development

A sample survey was developed using questions from the 1986 Horn and Vining

study and Oregon's "Ag in the Classroom".website. The first draft of the survey was

reviewed by the "Ag in the Classroom" board and found to be considerably flawed. With

the exception of the first question all questions on the first draft were rejected in favor of

a survey that mirrored the "Ag in the Classroom" curriculum. Thirteen questions were

developed with the assistance of Oregon State University's "Ag in the Classroom"

director. These questions covered a broad range of agricultural concepts with an

emphasis on Oregon agriculture. The correct answer for each question was determined

using the "Ag in the Classroom" curriculum. The survey was one sheet of paper, front

side only and was thirteen questions in length. It also included questions about gender

and farming background. The survey was reviewed by youth development and

agriculture education professionals to determine accuracy. It was also given to a few

elementary age students for clarity of the questions.
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Survey Administration

Two weeks before fall classes began in Oregon's elementary schools,

participating teachers were sent letters informing them of the procedure and timeline for

the study. They were told they would be contacted via email in the next two weeks to

schedule a class visit. The teachers were contacted by email and asked for two different

times that would be convenient to visit their class. Both class visits occurred between

October 15, 2004 and November 21, 2004. During the first class visit the project was

explained to the students and the permission forms were distributed. Questions from the

children were answered and the students were given a practice survey question to put

them at ease. The same practice question was given to all the classes to ensure that no

class was at any advantage. The children were given approximately two weeks to return

their permission forms before the administrator returned to give the survey.

On the second class visit the survey was given to all children that wished to

participate regardless of the status of their permission forms. Those students who

returned both permission forms were given a survey with a small yellow highlighter mark

on the top corner. This allowed the data to be collected and used from only those

children who had parental permission while ensuring that no student felt left out. After

all surveys were collected, the answers to the questions were reviewed with the students.

Each child was also given a small piece of candy to ensure that taking the survey was a

positive experience. The students did not know they would receive the candy until after

the surveys were collected and it was given regardless of their participation in the study.

Survey Scoring



The surveys were graded and scored with the number of questions right. The

"Agriculture in the Classroom" curriculum was used to determine the correct answer.

This data was determined for both the individual schools and the total group. Each

question was also broken down to include the percentage of students who gave each

answer.

Results

Schools

Twenty-eight schools were invited to participate in this project. Out of those

schools six responded and indicated their willingness to participate in the study. The

participating schools were from: southeast Portland, Sherwood, Albany, Junction City,

Coburg, and Creswell. One classroom from each of these schools took part. Two of

these classrooms, the Sherwood and Albany locations were split classrooms meaning that

not all of the children were forth grade students. In these classes only the data from the

fourth grade students was used. Five of the six classrooms participating were in an area

of the Willamette Valley known as the 1-5 corridor. This means they are located in cities

that are near interstate five which runs north to south through the entire Willamette

Valley. The sixth school, Sherwood is located slightly farther away from 1-5 but near

99W another main highway.

The most northern school was in Multnomah County in the southeast area of the

City of Portland. It is a kindergarten through fifth grade school with an enrollment of

slightly over 400 students located in a neighborhood tucked between two busy city

streets. Multnomah County, according to the US Census bureau had a population of

627,626 people in the year 2002 all living in a land mass of 435 square miles.
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Multnomah County was the fifteenth ranked county in Oregon for gross farm and ranch

sales for the year of 2002 (Oregon Agriculture 2003).

Farther down the valley was the school located in the City of Sherwood in

Washington County. The school is located in a suburban neighborhood full of newly

built houses. The City of Sherwood is one of the fastest growing areas in Oregon. It has

a population of 14, 050 people (Sherwood 2004). The surrounding Washington County

includes 724 square miles with a population of 473, 263 people. Washington County's

gross ranch and farm sales for 2002 were the third highest in the state of Oregon. It also

had the third highest nursery and greenhouse product sales in Oregon (Oregon

Agriculture 2003). The elementary school sampled in Washington County is a

kindergarten through fifth grade school with an enrollment of approximately 500

students.

The participating school in Linn County was located in the City of Albany. The

school has a student population of approximately 220 students and is a kindergarten

through fifth grade school (Great Schools 2003). It is located in downtown Albany in the

older portion of the town. Albany is a city of 42,280 people, the twelfth largest city in

Oregon (City of Albany 2004). Linn County had 104,941 people in it and an area of

2,292 square miles in 2002 (US Census 2002). It also had the sixth largest gross farm

and ranch sales in Oregon in 2002 (Oregon Agriculture 2003).

The remaining three schools are from Lane County located in the southern area of

the mid-Willamette Valley. Lane County had a population of 326,666 people in a land

mass of 4,554 square miles. It had the eleventh largest farm and ranch sales in Oregon

for the year of 2002 (Oregon Agriculture 2003). The most northern Lane County school
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to participate was from Junction City. It is a city of 4,721 people (USA CityLink 2004).

It is located in a mostly rural setting with the closest large city being Eugene. The

Junction City elementary school is a kindergarten through fifth grade school with a

student population of approximately 560 students (Great Schools 2004). Further south is

the City of Coburg where another of the participating schools is located. The Coburg

school was also a kindergarten through fifth grade school and had a student body of

approximately 126 students (Great Schools 2004). The City of Corburg is home to about

850 people (US Census 2002). The last school was located in City of Creswell which

had a population of 3,840 people in the year 2002 (US Census). The Creswell school had

approximately 525 students and is a kindergarten through fifth grade school like the

others (Public Elementary 2004).

Survey Results

A total of seventy-five surveys were collected. On some questions students chose

not to respond, resulting in less than seventy-five total answers. After the tests were

scored, question number three was found to be misleading. Question three asked the

students to choose which of four materials was not a part of soil. Because of its wording

all four answers could be construed as correct and so the question was eliminated from

the scoring. The following discussions are based on the remaining twelve questions. It is

important to note that the children were asked to circle the best answer given. For the

purpose of this project, the correct answer was determined using the "Agriculture in the

Classroom" curriculum.

After all the tests were scored the average score was found to be 6.12 questions

correct out of 12 questions or a 51% correct. The high scoring student answered ten
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questions right and the lowest score was two questions. Figure 2 discribes the frequency

of total scores for the students is listed below in figure 2

Figure 2 Summary of Total Survey Scores

Figure 3 below illustrates the percentage of the responses each answer received broken

down by question.
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Figure 3 Percent of Students Responding to Each Answer Best Answer Listed in Italics
1. Bread is made from?

a. Corn 0%
b. Soybeans 0%
c. Wheat 100%
d. Flax 0%

2. Which industry involves agriculture?
a. Forestry 74%

b. Computer Sales 15%
c. Clock making 7%
d. TV repair 5%

4. Which of the following is known as a root crop (something that grows under ground)?
a. Carrots 89%
b. Broccoli 1%
c. Water Melons 4%
d. Tomatoes 6%

5. Which is something a farmer does to reduce soil erosion (loss of topsoil)?
a. Wet the soil down 55%
b. Plant a cover crop 23%
c. Cover the soil with rocks 7%
d. Dig large holes in the soil 15%

6. Which is not a processed product made from Milk?
a. Cheese 8%
b. Mayonnaise 74%
c. Butter 11%
d. Yogurt 7%

7. Which is a major export (something we send other places) from Oregon?
a. Christmas trees 49%
b. Limes 11%
c. Pumpkins 15%
d. Zucchini 25%

8. Which product is not made from a part of a beef cow?
a. Marshmallow 61%
b. Baseball Glove 16%
c. Carpeting 7%
d. Medicine 16%

9. Which is a part of horticulture?
a. Fruit 21%
b. Fishing 22%
c. Mosquito control 35%
d. Cattle 22%

10. Which is not a benefit that farmers provide for the environment?
a. Increased Water Quality 20%
b. Beautification of the land 25%
c. Man-made deer shelters 35%
d. Wildlife feed 20%

11. Which of these crops is not produced in Oregon?
a. Mint 23%
b. Christmas trees 7%
c. Grass seed 29%
d. Oranges 41%

12. What does agriculture provide for people?
a. Food fiber, and shelter 59%
b. Automobiles 7%
c. Entertainment 7%
d. Minerals 27%

13. Which job does not involve agriculture?
a. Dietician 20%
b. Accountant 23%
c. Food inspector 14%
d Artist 43%
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The individual scores for each school are listed below in Figure 4, these include the

number of surveys taken in each classroom, the average score, high score, low score, and

standard deviation.

Figure 4 Individual Classroom Data

School # Surveys Average Score High Score Low Score S.D.

SE Portland 12 5.25 8 3 1.91

Sherwood 10 5.9 8 3 1.66

Albany 11 6.72 8 4 1.49

Junction City 14 6.2 9 2 2.08

Coburg 11 6.63 10 4 2.11

Creswell 17 6.0 9 4 1.73

With normally distributed data 95% of the scores should fall within one standard

deviation of the mean. In this case the individual school data does not adhere to that

definition very well. The primary reason for this was the small sample size of each

group. When the data was assembled together it is normally distributed. The other

reason for the data to be skewed is that there were holes in most of the data sets. For

example, the Junction City school had no students score a 6 on the survey yet their

average score was a 6.2. At the Creswell school, no students scored a 7 but they showed

a mean of 6.0. A similar anomaly was found at the Albany school. At that location no

student scored 5 questions correct. None of the Sherwood students scored 4 or 5

questions right. The only school that did not have a missing piece in their data was the

Portland school.
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The survey asked if the child's family earned most of their income from farming.

Only six children answered yes to this question. They scored 8, 2, 6, 4, 8, and 5

respectively. This is an average score of 5.5 questions correct or 46% of questions

correct, based on this small sample no conclusions can be drawn from this data. All of

these children came from schools in Lane County. The survey also asked for the child's

gender. Many children chose not to respond to this question. Of the students who

indicated gender there were 27 boys and 36 girls. The boys had an average score of 6.29

out of 12 questions or 53% of the answers correct. The girls scored slightly lower with

an average score of 6.11 or 51% of the questions right. Again, the small size of this

groups makes it very difficult to draw any definite conclusions.

Discussion

Although this was a relatively small study it is possible to draw some conclusions

from the results especially in the area of determining the specific knowledge of the

students. On the question asking "what is a part of horticulture?" The students'

responses were split nearly even on each answer with mosquito control getting the most

votes. It is clear from this question that the children surveyed did not know what

horticulture is. This is interesting because horticulture and nursery products were

Oregon's top commodity in the year 2002 (Oregon Agriculture 2003). In another

question, 23% of the students thought that mint was not grown in Oregon. In 2002 mint

was ranked 14a' out of the top 40 agricultural commodities in Oregon (Oregon

Agriculture 2003). In the same question 29% of students indicated that grass seed was

not grown in Oregon. Grass seed was the 4th largest agriculture commodity in Oregon in
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2002 (Oregon Agriculture 2003). Furthermore, it is impossible to drive from Portland to

Eugene without passing a grass seed field.

The students clearly demonstrated their lack of knowledge of some subjects. In

other areas the students did very well. 100% of the students surveyed knew that bread

was made from wheat. In another question, 74% of the students realized that forestry is

an industry that involves agriculture. Although both of these questions were very

straightforward and simply stated it is still important to note that the students could make

these basic distinctions.

There were six children who indicated that their family was involved in farming

for their primary source of income. These children's scores ranged from 2-8. Although

the sample was very small it demonstrates that children whose families are involved in

farming really did no better on the test than those whose families are not. Some of the

lowest and some of the highest scores were from this group of students. There was also

not a significant different in the scores of girls and boys who took the survey. The girls

scored a mere 2% lower.

As a group the average score was a 51%, on most grading scales that score would

be indicative of a failing grade. No class scored significantly higher than another

classroom. The school that did have the highest score had an interesting feature in their

class that could explain their slightly higher score. The classroom was equipped with a

laptop and personal response system. Because of this technology most of the class

activities were formatted in a multiple choice fashion with the children reporting their

answers with a remote control. This could account for their slightly higher score. Since

the students participate in multiple choice activities with instant feedback every day it is
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possible that they are simply better at multiple choice tests and do not have a higher level

of agricultural knowledge than the other classes.

If this study was to be done again there are a few changes that should be made to

ensure the study runs smoother. First, more schools should be recruited, although each

class involved had 25-30 students one-third to one-half of the students either did not

return their permission forms or parents did not allow them to take part. This

significantly reduced the number of participants in the study. The other significant

change to be made would be the creation of permission forms written in the Spanish

language. Two of the teachers involved suggested this modification because many of the

parents of their students are not very confident in their English skills. One of the teachers

suggested the parent's lack of understanding about the study due to a language barrier as

a reason for denying their children the opportunity to participate.

The wording of the survey also needs to be considered. In the survey there are

five questions that are phrased negatively asking, "which is not" a part of something. On

only one of these five questions did more than 50% of the students give the correct

answer. It is possible that the negative phrasing was too complex for many fourth grade

students. This may in part explain their poor scores on these questions.

It is clear that Oregon elementary students do not have a clear picture of what

makes up Oregon agriculture. This could have long term implications for the state.

Eventually these students are going to be voters, taxpayers, and policy makers. With new

emphasis on homeland security and the protection of our food supply it is especially'

important that children understand the role of agriculture in America. If they do not

clearly understand the role of agriculture in Oregon they may make choices that reflect
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their lack of knowledge. This could results in unfavorable policies for agriculture in

Oregon. This clearly demonstrates a need for improved agriculture education in all of

our elementary schools.
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EXTENSION SERVICE

4-H Youth Development
Education

State Office

OREGON
STATE

UNIVERSITY

105 Ballard Extension Hall
Corvallis, Oregon

97331-3608

Dear Parent or Guardian:

Your child has the opportunity to participate in a project to determine the level of

agriculture knowledge in fourth grade students in the Willamette Valley. This project is

being done by Sara Boatner, a BioResource Research student at Oregon State University

as part of the degree requirements for her major. If you decide to allow your child to

participate in this project your child will be given a short survey about different aspects of

agriculture in Oregon during class this fall. If your child chooses not to participate sihe

will be allowed to work on a quiet activity suggested by his or her teacher while the test is

administered. The questionnaire is about thirteen questions long and will take no more

that fifteen minutes to complete. Your child's participation in this project will have no

bearing on his or her grade or their relationship with his or her teacher.. There are also no

risks or benefits involved in your child's participation. The survey does not ask your

child's name or other identifying information. Your child's cooperation in this study

would be much appreciated. Please sign below and indicate whether your child will be

participating or not. Then, detach the bottom of the form and return it to your child's

teacher. Also, please go over the attached assent form with your child and have them sign

and return the signature portion. Thank you for your help!

If you have questions about the study or the survey, please contact Dr. Jim

Rutledge at (541) 737-1737 or Jitn.Rutledg-e@greggnitate.edu or Sara Boatner at (541)

231-2103 or Boatnesagonid.orst.edu. If you have any questions about your child's

rights as a participant in a research project, please contact the Oregon State University

Institutional Review Board (IRB) Human Protections Administrator at (541) 737-3437 or

IRB@oregonstate.edu.

OSII IRB Approval Date: 10-03-03
Approval Expiration Date: ILO-02-04

Telephone
541.737-2421

Fax

541.737.1332

Cut here and return to your child's teacher

------------------------------------------
Please check one box

I would like my child to participate in this project

Parent Signature: Date:

Printed Name of Parent:
Agriculture, Family and Community Development, 4-H Youth, Forestry, Energy, and Extension Sea Grant progr
Oregon State University, United States Department of Agriculture, and Oregon counties cooperating. The Exter
Service offers its programs and materials equally to all people.

I would not like my child to participate in this project

Name of Child:



EXTENSION SERVICE

4-H Youth Development
Education

State Office

OREGON
STATE

UNIVERSITY

105 Ballard Extension Hall
Corvallis, Oregon

97331-3608

Telephone
541.737-2421

Fax.

541.737-1332

OSU IRB Approval Date: 10,

Approval Expiration Date:

Dear Student:

You have the opportunity to be part of a project to find out how much 4th

graders know about agriculture. For this project we want students to fill out a survey

about agriculture. The survey is only about thirteen questions long and will take less

than fifteen minutes, if you choose not to take the survey you can read or do a quiet

activity suggested by your teacher. The survey will be given during the regular school

day this fall. Your name will not be on your survey so you will not get a grade or find

out a score, it will also have no effect on your relationship with your teacher or school

grades. This survey will help us create interesting agricultural programs for other

students. We appreciate your help with this project.

If you want to take the quiz please check the box below and return the bottom part of

this paper to your teacher.

Cut here and return to your teacher

Please check a box

I want to be a part of this project

I do not want to be a part of this project 11

Signed: Date:

Printed Name:

Agriculture, Family and Community Development, 4-H Youth, Forestry, Energy, and Extension Sea Grant programs.
Oregon State University, United States Department of Agriculture, and Oregon counties cooperating. The Extension
Service offers its programs and materials equally to all people.


